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Mason Korea
Context

• Created as part Mason’s global initiatives, first students Spring 2014
• Part of a 4-University ‘Incheon’ campus
• Initial goal for students - at Fairfax for semesters 4 and 5
• Delayed to semesters 6 and 7
• GPA requirement put in place before students are

moved from Songdo to Fairfax
• ~40 students from Songdo on campus now
• Central states they have received no complaints



Mason Korea LLC
Context

• Created as part of the Mason Korea start-up process
• Has its own board
• No financial transactions between entities (except for MK 

LLC to pay for MK student tuition when those students are on 
campus in the US)

• All faculty hired at the Songdo campus are hired by the LLC
• Fairfax faculty can option for a semester there, not as 

common as originally predicted 



Spring 2019

Offerings at GMUK

Delayed to Spring 2019



Enrollment



Faculty, 2016-17

Lecturers Term FFX Tenure-
Stream

Fall 2016

Count 5 19 1
Course 
Sections 16 58 5

Enrollment 328 1102 14

Spring 2017

Count 4 20 4
Course 
Sections 14 70 9

Enrollment 326 1261 122



Shared Elements
• GMU Korea and US graduates have identical degrees
• Admissions standards unchanged
• Accreditation covers all campuses (e.g. not separate)
• Hiring for GMU Korea done in cooperation with by US-

based Faculty

But…

No clear set of faculty rights or responsibilities established
HR of GMUK generally independent



Faculty Rights
• Lots of uncertainty
• How to deal with faculty hired by a faculty unit in a public-

private partnership?

• First step: A Handbook – should GMUK have the same 
handbook as rest of GMU or should GMUK have its own 
handbook?

• Complicating factor: Korea-specific law

• Today’s request – a vote on a clear philosophical stance



Motion
We, the Faculty Senate, endorse the usage of the George 
Mason University Faculty Handbook for all faculty hired or 
assigned to work at GMU Korea. Where differences are 
required by local law or arise from specific local 
circumstance, those differences should be detailed in an 
addendum and rationale provided. The Faculty Senate 
reserves the right to verify the addendum modifications are 
necessary and appropriate


